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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
Background

PhD, Brite Divinity School at Texas at Christian University, May 2012
• Dissertation Topic: “Reading 1 Corinthians with Philosophically Educated 

Women” 
• Committee: Professors Warren Carter, Shelly Matthews, Francisco Lozada 
• Major: New Testament and Early Christianity 
• Minor: Theological Hermeneutics 

Study, Non-degree seeking pre-doctoral; Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary 
complete 12/2004 

MA, Religion; Wayland Baptist University, August 2003 
• Biblical Studies Specialization 
• Thesis: “The Philosophical and Social Setting in Life and Historical Exegesis of 

the Haustafel in Ephesians” 
• Committee: Professors Glyndle Feagin, Carolyn Ratcliffe, and Glenn Saul 

BA, Religion; Wayland Baptist University, May 2001, Cum Laude 
• Major: Religion 
• Minor: Spanish 

AA, South Plains College, May 1999, With Honors 

Professional Experience: 
Adjunct Instructor, New Testament 
Department of Philosophy and Religion 
Course: Awaiting Assignment
Delivery: Online via Blackboard
Saint Leo University, Fall 2012 

Adjunct Instructor, New Testament
Department of Religion and Philosophy
Course: Introduction to New Testament (undergraduate) Delivery: Online via 
Blackboard
Wayland Baptist University, Fall 2012 
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
Background

Early Christianity Editor, www.classicalstudiesonline.org
Recruit professional scholars to write entries for the timeline.  Format for house style.  
Organize multiple contributions to important topics.	


Reviewer, Syllabus Journal - Oct 2012 - Present
Provide academic review of journal articles as assigned.  

Teaching Assistant, New Testament
Brite Divinity School
Dr. Francisco Lozada, supervisor 
Course: Introduction to New Testament (graduate), Fall 2008 
Course: Latino/a Church Studies (graduate), Spring 2009

Professional Organizations

Society of Biblical Literature, since 2005 
American Academy of Religion, since 2005 
National Association of Baptist Professors, since 2005 

Honors
• Full Scholarship to the Ph.D. program at Brite Divinity School at Texas 

Christian University, 2005-2009 
• Dr. Marianna Brady Memorial Endowment, Southwestern Baptist 

Theological Seminary, 2003-04 
• Graduate Teacher’s Assistant Stipend, Wayland Baptist University, 

2001-03 
• Who’s Who Among Graduate Students in American Universities and 

Colleges, Wayland 
Baptist University, 2002 

• Various scholarships from the Religion Department, Wayland Baptist 
University, 
1999-2003 

• Phi Theta Kappa National Honors Society for Two Year Colleges, South 
Plains College, 
1997-99 
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
My Publications

“Women in Philosophy and the Agon Motif in 1 Corinthians 9.” Perspectives 
in Religious Studies 36.1 (Spring 2009): 49-60. Sample: Women and the 
Agon Motif -PRS-1.

Review of Marianne Bjelland Kartzow, Gossip and Gender: Othering of 
Speech in the Pastoral Epistles. New York: Walter de Gruyer, 2009. The Bible 
and Critical Theory, 7 no. 1 (2011). 

Review of Christine E. Joynes and Christopher C. Rowland, eds., From the 
Margins 2: Women of the New Testament and Their Afterlives, Sheffield: 
Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2009. Forthcoming in The Bible and Critical Theory, 
7 no. 1 (2011). 

Current Projects

Book

Reading 1 Corinthians with Philosophically Educated Women - Revised 
dissertation forthcoming, Pickwick, 2013.

Article

I. Howard Marshall's use of 1 and 2 Corinthians in Kept by the Power of 
God." A response to chapter four of I. Howard Marshall, Kept by the Power of 
God: A Study of Perserverence and Falling Away. Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 
2008 (previous editions: Paternoster Press, 2005, 1995; Bethany, 1975; 
Epworth, 1969). Forthcoming in Testamentum Imperium, 2013.

Research Interests

The History of Women in Philosophy
Popular Moral Philosophy and Paul
The Symposium and Early Christian Meals 
Abortion and Exposure in Christian Tradition
Roman baths and Christian Baptism
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
Freelance Experience

Consultant and Writing Coach
Ravi Venu. The Crystal Guardian Series: Book I - The Exiled Prince. Forthcoming from 
Cratus Media, LLC in 2013.

John Pribble. Private Money Secrets for Real Estate Investors (Proposal stage).

Fiction Editing and Proofreading
Jessica McQuay.  Black Moon.  Cambridge Press, 2012.

G. Stokes, Jr. Fireson Bay. Cambridge Press, 2014.

Ejaz Khan. The Defining Moments. Self-publishing, date unknown.

Julie Sarff. Sweet Delicious Madness and the many Mysterious Deaths of Silvio 
Berlusconi. Amazon Digital Services, 2012. 

Julie Sarff. Italian Folly: Prologue to Sweet Delicious Madness and the Hordes of 
Lydias. Rose Moon Press, 2013.

Non-Fiction Editing and Proofreading
MariAnne Dibbley. Teaching English through the Bible: A Pictorial Approach. CELA 
Publishing, 2012.

Dilip J. Karnik. The Karnik Dysgraphia Program for Children.  Self-Published, 2012.

Mike Mears. The Hatchery: A Single Egg in the Nest of a World Gone 
Mad. Forthcoming, unknown date.

Mike Mears. Leadership Secrets of the CIA. Forthcoming, unknown date.

Tom Necela. Chiropractic Appeals Toolkit. The Strategic Chiropractor. The Strategic 
Chiropractor, 2012.

Stephen B. Shrewsbury. MD. Defy Your DNA. Self-publishing, date unknown.
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
Freelance Experience

Fact-Checking
Michael Turgeon. Blue Collar to Conscious Thought.  Self-publishing, 2013.

Reviews
Jason Jahns. G-Man: A Mormon Spy Story. Phoenix: North Star Books, 2012.

Julie Sarff. Sweet Delicious Madness and the many Mysterious Deaths of Silvio 
Berlusconi. Amazon Digital Services, 2012.

Reviews of Children’s Books
Patricia Derrick. Animalations Series. 12 vols. Animalations, 2007-2012.
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
References

Non-Fiction
"Nathan's signature editing service is a fantastic value.  I received sample edits along with rates 
from six different editors and Nathan proved knowledgeable in content and copy editing of my 
manuscript and at the most competitive rate.  He didn’t just edit my manuscript and say thanks 
either, he helped me through the entire process as I made changes and he would review and make 
suggestions.  I look forward to working with Nathan when I have need of and kind of writing, 
proof reading, or editing." - John Pribble, author of Private Money Secrets for Real Estate 
Investors (Independent)

“I enjoyed working with Nathan. He was very professional, easy to communicate with and he was 
extremely responsive. His work was fast and thorough exceeding my expectations. I plan to work 
with him again and would not hesitate to refer him to others.”  -  Michael Turgeon, author of Blue 
Collar to Conscious Thought (Guru)

“Consummate professional -- timely, accurate and easy to work with -- will hire again!” - Tom 
Necela, author of The Chiropractic Appeals Toolkit (Guru)

“I cannot praise Nathan's work enough. He is an astute critic and helped me see a number of 
problems I knew where in the draft of a book I had him look over. I couldn't articulate the writing 
issues until Nathan outlined them for me. His work was timely, reasonable, and exactly what I 
was looking for. I will definitely use Nathan again and urge anyone else to do the same.” Mike 
Mears - Former CIA Executive and author of Leadership Secrets of the CIA and The Hatchery  
(Guru)

Fiction
“A dedicated professional, it was great to work with him, would certainly work with him in future 
as well.” - Ejaz Khan, author of The Defining Moments (Guru)

“Nathan's motto is the highest standard of excellence for the best price and I agree. Nathan 
worked hard on my project and was a pleasure to work with... He is worth for more than what I 
paid him, I will definitely be working with him again.” - Julie Sarff, author of Sweet Delicious 
Madness and the many Mysterious Deaths of Silvio Berlusconi. (Guru)
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
References

“I asked Nathan to do this task, edit a short story, because he did such a great job on my first 
book. I highly recommend Nathan for both copy editing content editing. Based on the suggestions 
he made to my text I also think he must be an excellent writer.” - Julie Sarff, author of Italian 
Folly: Prologue to Sweet Delicious Madness and the Hordes of Lydias (Guru)

“This contractor is superb! Of course he understands the English language extremely 
well. Yes he knows the rules of grammar and syntax really well. But, what was also 
impressive to me was that he checked my writing for logic and sentence completion. 
He made many valuable edits to my work. He has a lot of writing experience and I'm 
glad that it showed on my project. I would definitely recommend Dr. Barnes, even to 
close friends, and would rehire him again. 

“I've worked with many writers on Elance on previous projects, some who have 
written entire books, and I had to edit their work. Seeing how Dr. Barnes edits really 
helped me to see that I have a lot more learning to do in the editing department - he 
did a very professional, phenomenal job that I'm happy with. 

“He's also very, very fast! He had great sensitivity to recognize the specificity of this 
particular project and took a longer-than-normal 10 hours on my edit and still 
delivered the final results within 24 hours! He also communicates well and was very 
professional. Know that when you select Dr. Barnes for your project you get a high-
quality contractor! ” - Isaac Dodd, author of MCAT Planner: For the Serious Pre-
Med Studen (Elance)

Fact Checking for Non-Fiction
“I enjoyed working with Nathan. He was very professional, easy to communicate 
with and he was extremely responsive. His work was fast and thorough exceeding my 
expectations. I plan to work with him again and would not hesitate to refer him to 
others.” - Michael Turgeon, author of Blue Collar to Conscious Thought (Guru)
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
References

Writing Services
"Nathan did great work as always. Timely, responsive and follows 
directions to the letter. Would recommend and use again!" - Gabe Bilawa 
of Niche Market Holdings

"Nathan was a pleasure to work with an delivered the requested report in a 
professional and timely manner. He'll definitely be writing for us again in 
the future." - Gabe Bilawa of Niche Market Holdings

"Excellent job! done efficiently and quickly with good communication. 
Recommended!" - Gurhan Demirkan, Expert SEO and SEM Professional 

“Great work, very very prompt and Nathan sure gets it right the first time. 
Will work with Nathan for long time!”— CollaboratingMindz (Elance)

Resumes
“Excellent work. Very fast, very fair. Really knows what he's doing when it 
comes to improving a resume/CV and writing cover letters which is what he 
did for me. Will definitely use again. THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” -- 
Tracy G., Ms. G’s Creative Drama (Guru)
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD
Signature Editing Process

The following samples are from books that I edited 
which were published in the last year.  They include all 
seven steps of my signature editing process. After 
these samples, I include three excerpts from my own 
publications.
This is what I do when I edit books:
1) Deep line edit of the book.
2) Identify any inconsistency in logic or flow.
3) Identify any errors in grammar, spelling, and syntax.
4) Suggested corrections in comments and track 

changes.
5) Short review of book (300 words).
6) I will create a document outlining the nature of the 

errors/corrections along with constructive feedback.
7) As an added value, I will often look at the book after 

you make corrections.



Sample 1: Editing and Proofreading 
using Comments and Track Changes

“Well% Paige,% it’s% simple% really.% As% the% Queen% and% King% of%

Varulean,% they% had% no% choice% but% to% follow% the% very% laws% they%

imparted%upon%our%lands.”

***

I% sipped% the% hot% cocoa% mom% set% in% front% of% me% and% then%

watched%her%glide%back% into% the%kitchen% to%finish%up% her% coffee.%She%

didn’t%care%if% I%had%coffee,%which% I%loved,%but% it%was% definitely% a%hot%

chocolate% kind% of% night.% Watching% her% was% just% plain…weird.% The%

enKre%night%was%weird.%Hell,%it% looks% like%my%life%is% based% on% nothing%

but%weird.

“I%sKll%can’t%believe%any%of%this.”

“I%know%honey.% I% imagine% you% have% a%million% quesKons.%Why%

don’t%we%take%a%liNle%Kme%before%heading%to%bed%and%you%can%ask%me%

anything%you%want?%Shoot.”

!!My%heart%fluNered%and%my%mind,%already%filled%with%everything%

that%happened%over%the%course%of%the%day,%began%to%race.%

1

[Type!text]

9/13/12!11:30!AM

Nathan&Barnes&November!26,!
2012!10:55!AM

don’t&need&this

9/13/12!11:30!AM

Nathan&Barnes&November!26,!
2012!10:55!AM

lots&of&hearts&flu3ering&and&minds&
racing….&need&other&descriptors&

9/13/12!11:30!AM

Nathan&Barnes&November!26,!
2012!10:55!AM

this&is&a&bombshell&that&comes&out&
of&nowhere.&&I’d&put&this&first&
when&she&reveals&herself&–&
“daughter&of&the&Queen&and&
King…”

9/13/12!11:30!AM

Nathan&Barnes&November!26,!
2012!10:55!AM

I’d&replace&“hell”&with&another&
word.&&It&seems&to&harsh&for&this&
character.&&Every&Fme&I&see&it&–&it&
looks&out&of&place.
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Explana'on)of)Use

Why$use$this$Planner?$The$MCAT$Planner$is$for$those$who$are$serious$about$doing$well$on$the$MCAT.$It$helps$you$

to$ set$a=ainable$goals$and$priori>es,$to$monitor$ your$use$of$study$>me,$to$keep$ track$of$your$progress,$and$helps$

you$to$get$a$good$overview$of$what$topics$you$have$covered$and$what’s$leE.

Make$ this$ Planner$ your$ own$ –$ the$ design$ of$ this$Planner$ has$ been$ leE$ purposefully$minimalis>c$ to$make$ it$ as$

malleable$as$possible$to$the$broad$range$of$study$rou>nes$and$habits$of$students$of$many$backgrounds$and$styles$

of$study.

Ge/ng)Started

The$ MCAT$ Planner$ was$ designed$ with$ enough$ structure$ to$ guide$ you$ towards$ your$ goals$ as$ well$ as$ enough$

flexibility$to$allow$for$personaliza>on$of$the$planer$to$various$styles$of$study.$For$ example,$some$students$will$use$

both$the$Day$Planning$sec>on$and$the$Weekly$Planning$sec>on$equally. $Some$may$use$one$over$ the$other$out$ of$

personal$preference$or$previous$planner$ habits.$You$will$ see$ this$same$ accommoda>ng$principle$throughout$ the$

planner.$

Picking'a'Test'Date

The$first$thing$you$should$do$to$get$started$is$register$ for$the$MCAT.$SePng$the$date$for$when$your$test$day$will$be$

will$let$you$know$how$much$>me$you$will$have$to$prepare.$The$AAMC$recommends$taking$the$MCAT$the$calendar$

year$prior$to$the$year$you$desire$entry$and$in$the$early$part$of$the$year$near$the$spring. $This$allows$applicants$>me$
to$ put$ together$ an$ applica>on$ to$medical$ schooltheir$ $ AMCAS$and$ submit$ it$ when$ it’s$ available$ in$ the$ summer$

along$with$ their$ an$MCAT$score.$Another$ route$ is$ to$ study$and$ prepare$ to$ take$ it$ and$ sit$ for$ it$ when$ you$ see$

indica>ons$from$consistent$prac>ce$test$scores$that$you$are$ready$to$take$it.$

$Regardless,$allowing$yourself$3S4$months$to$prepare$is$ideal, $and$you$want$to$try$to$get$ in$at$ least$300S400$hours$

of$review$and$prac>ce$prepara>on$>me$whichever$ route$you$choose.$Be$aware$of$the$topic$areas$you$will$need$to$

review$ and$cover$ in$order$ to$ be$ prepared$and$ gauge$how$much$ >me$you$will$ need$based$ on$ your$ overall$ plan.$

Trying$ to$ cram$all$of$your$ prepara>on$ in$within$ less$ than$month$ of$ your$MCAT$ test$ date$ is$ like$ cramming$for$ a$

weightSliEing$ compe>>on$ .$ Instead,$ the$ best$ prepara>on$ is$ done$ by$wellSfocused,$ intense$ training$ at$ regular$

intervals$–$consistent$and$daySbySday.$When$ it$comes$to$ learning$and$memory,$distributed$learning$will$always$be$

more$ideal$than$massed$learning.,1$but$some>mes$things$don’t$always$go$according$to$plan$and$we$find$ourselves$

with$ less$>me$to$prepare$ than$we$ ini>ally$an>cipated.$To$ put$ it$ plainlysimply,$you$ just$need$to$ be$sure$that$ you$

give$yourself$enough$>me$to$produce$a$decent$score.

Following'a'Pre3Set'Schedule

Many$students$prepare$for$ their$MCAT$while$a=ending$school$or$ working$partS>me.$Alterna>vely,$sStudents$also$

take$>me$off$exclusive$>me$for$ focused,$fullS>me$prepara>on. $Regardless,$months$before$the$MCAT$most$MMany$

students$ take$a$ testSprep$course$ or$ follow$a$selfSstudy$schedule$ for$ a$few$months’$worth$ of$ intense$ study$as$an$

1$Litman,$L.,$&$Davachi,$L.$(2008).$Distributed$learning$enhances$rela>onal$memory$consolida>on.$Learning(and(
Mmemory,$15,$711S716.

Isaac$Dodd$11/14/12$11:21$PM

I$ went$ ahead$ and$ changed$ that$
instance$ in$ the$ introduc>on$ and$
kept$this$instance$of$the$simile.

Nathan$ Barnes$ 11/14/12$ 11:21$

PM

I$changed$this

Nathan$ Barnes$ 11/14/12$ 11:21$

PM

You$ use$ this$ again$ elsewhere.$$
Be=er$ to$ vary$ your$ simile$ /$
metaphors

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:58 PM
Added Text 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:59 PM
Added Text 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:58 PM
Added Text 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:59 PM
Added Text 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:58 PM
Deleted: their  AMCAS 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:59 PM
Deleted: their 

Isaac Dodd
Nov 14, 9:59 PM
Added Text 

Nathan Barnes
Nov 13, 11:16 AM
Added Text 

Nathan Barnes
Nov 13, 11:17 AM
Added Text 

Nathan Barnes
Nov 13, 11:17 AM

Nathan$ Barnes$ 11/14/12$ 11:21$

PM

Now$ is$this$plural$ for$AAMC$or$ is$
this$something$else?

Isaac$Dodd$11/14/12$11:21$PM

It$ refers$ to$ the$ medical$ school$
applica>on$system.$I$changed$ it$to$
be$absolutely$clear.

Sample 2: Editing and Proofreading 
using Comments and Track Changes
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1

Two other Pparamedics chugged up the hill and knelt at Fireson’s side. One of them 

jabbed a syringe into Fireson’s thigh. “That should keep the pain down while we 

transport you,” he said, giving Fireson a reassuring pat on the shoulder. 

“What are they doing with Creasy?” Fireson asked, his voice hoarse and heavy with 

anguish.

The Paramedic pursed his lips. “She has a serious head wound, they’ve called for a 

Life Flight to take her to the trauma center in Atlanta. The chopper is already on the way.” 

Fireson attempted to sit up, then fell back to the ground with a grimace. “Take me 

with her,” he pleaded in a slurred voice as the injection took hold. The Pparamedic gave 

him a crooked smile, “We wouldn’t think of leaving you behind. You just relax.” He gave 

Fireson a friendly pat on the shoulder as the other man strapped him down. “We’ll have 

you out of here in no time.”

A passing policeman paused to wipe sweat from his forehead with the back of one 

hand as he shook his head. “He’s either found a good hiding spot or made his way off the 

island altogether,” he said, casting Fireson an apologetic look.

 Fireson nodded drunkenly. “Thanks for the help,” he managed to burble as he drifted 

off.

****
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Sample 4: Reader’s Notes
explanation of corrections

Nathan J. Barnes, PhD

Sample Reader’s Notes (actual notes used in a published 
novel)

General Notes

First of all, be confident in knowing that this is a good story. Most 
of my comments are minor, but I do think that the story needs a 
few adjustments that will take a little bit of work. There are many 
proofreading issues, but that is to be expected.

Title

Since you’re dealing with werewolves in high school, I would 
suggest that you stay away from “Moon” because of the Twilight 
Series. You need to do as much as you can to distinguish yourself 
from that and Harry Potter as you can. The high school magic 
thing combined with the werewolf thing is enough - three strikes 
and you’re out. I would also eliminate any form of the word 
“twilight” from your book.

The Preface

I suggest that the preface be replaced. It is more distracting than 
it is useful and it does nothing to frame the story. Remember the 
reader knows nothing of the Fae world, and the preface should do 
something to prepare the reader for the revelation of Paige’s mom 
as a Faery.

Elements of the preface:

- What kind of story are we telling?

- Why are werewolves fighting the Fae?
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Introductory / Transitional Paragraphs

Rule of thumb: in a book like this, there should never be space 
between headings. If you have the beginning of a chapter, you 
need content between the chapter heading and subheading 1 - 
and in this content you explain the significance of all the 
subheadings in the chapter. If subheading 1 has subheadings, 
you discuss all of the subheadings beneath it. This is easy stuff, 
because you are summarizing what you’ve already done. I believe 
that you need to add approx. four short paragraphs. The trick is 
doing this without repeating yourself.

Some significant weaknesses

There are a few weaknesses in the book that can alienate your 
reader.

- You lead with your 10 years experience outside of the field of 
medicine,
education, and writing planners. Some readers will see this as 
highly distracting and perhaps you’ll lose credibility because of it. 
This is very serious. I would include it, but lead with what is 
relevant - your experience with the MCAT and other 
accomplishments and research in the field. Only then should you 
talk about previous experience and only if it highlights your 
credibility as a writer of a book to help pre-med students take the 
MCAT.

-  The argument that you try to make concerning the superiority of 
paper over electronic calendars is completely unconvincing. I’m 
not sure that you even need to make the argument because 
whoever is reading this thing is either holding the book or already 
interested in it. Then, the reasons that you give are completely 
biased and almost none of the argument even relates to your 
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Editor’s Notes

This is a very well written book, and I wish the author every 
success. It is obviously a well-thought out story that develops the 
characters in a light-hearted manner before delving into the 
darkness. Like a good mystery novel ... just when it looks like 
everything is coming together, everything unravels and then 
comes together in a different way. It is very entertaining, and 
overall a very good read. This manuscript is in excellent condition, 
but it does need some polish.

Weakness 1:

The entire episode with Occum’s razor needs to go. It’s a very 
pedestrian usage of a philosophical concept that doesn’t make 
any sense in the story. It comes across as a significant curveball 
in the story, but the only curve is that it’s anticlimactic and 
completely useless to the plot. It looks like it’s going to be a big 
deal, but it only receives one sentence several chapters later. I 
strongly suggest that any reference to Occum’s Razor be 
removed, and the information presented in a slightly different way.

Weakness 2:

The facial expressions need revision. Badly. Imagine going to a 
movie where all the actors made the same facial expressions in 
the same situations and then say the same tagline. That’s what 
we have here. Everyone is pursing their lips, drumming their lips 
with their fingers, or doing something else with their lips. I suggest 
that the author go to the library and study a book of facial 
expressions and more carefully describe the characters so their 
expressions aren’t so thin, repetitive, and one dimensional.

Sample 6: Reader’s Notes
explanation of corrections
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Sample 7: Full Review of Novel

5/31/12
Nathan J. Barnes

Review of Gman: A Mormon Spy Story by Jason Jahns.  Phoenix: North Star Books, 
2012. 

Gman is a novel about a fifteen year old Jake learning about his nineteen year old 
father Nephi through reading his journal and other material that he finds hidden in his 
mother’s basement.  All Jake knows about his dad is that he abandoned him and his 
mother when he was a small child.  As Jake discovers more about his father, he comes 
to understand more about himself and his unconventional family.  In 1989 Singapore, 
Jake’s father is blackmailed into working for the US government, doing a job that 
threatens his religious commitments as a Mormon missionary.  Nephi struggles to be a 
dedicated Mormon and a patriotic American while becoming true to his sexual identities 
and remaining loyal to his friends.

This book is a compilation of journal entries, old emails, letters, blog entries and other 
written media.   We are reading with Jake as he discovers and compiles the information 
and discusses it with his friends on his blog.  As such, it is a very intimate way to get to 
know characters and understand their situations.  This method of writing can be 
confusing, but it keeps the reader’s attention.  Fortunately, the material is organized in a  
relatively chronological order, which the reader will appreciate.

Most of the book is understated, addressing serious issues of religion and morality with 
a dark undertone that is properly and intelligently relieved by light humor and honest 
self-reflection.  Nephi is allowed the time to discover himself before he must make the 
most important decisions of his life.  By reading his father’s own accounts, Jake is able 
to better understand why his father has not been involved in his life.

I recommend this book.  This story is a journey of self-discovery complicated by religion, 
sexuality, family commitment, and ethics.  The author draws the story together brilliantly 
and somehow made sense out of all its rich complexities.               Nat
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Sample 8: Reviews for Children’s 
Books

1) Patricia Derrick. Montgomery the Moose. Animalations LLC, 2007. 

It’s hard to imagine a dancing moose, but I can certainly understand how Montgomery 
Moose could shake his caboose to the rhythm and rhyme of this little book.  Patricia 
Derrick is funny and thoughtful as she guides children through a musical introduction to 
five different styles.  She demonstrates clearly how children can absorb important 
information while having a wonderful time: the kids are being prepared for reading and 
learning while dancing and playing.  Who knew that just being a kid could be so 
productive.

2) Patricia Derrick. Beaser the Bear’s Rocky Mountain Christmas. Animalations LLC, 
2007.

This book encourages children to share, “give away their extra stuff,” so that they can 
“grow their hearts.”  The lyrics to the song vary slightly on this theme, lauding the virtues 
of giving.  This is of course a very positive message, simple and clear in its delivery, and  
memorable in its musical form.  This book comes with an explanation of animalations 
and its purposes, and it is clear that the author is intentional about every aspect of the 
book: its artwork, music, and words point toward the single focus of learning.

 
3) Patricia Derrick. Riley the Rhinoceros and the Jungle Bus. Animalations LLC, 2007.

This is a masterpiece of melody and message.  Riley the Rhinoceros is the reluctant 
hero, unhappy with other jungle animals who want or need to take a ride on his back.  
The message in this book is timeless: we need who to be who we are and learn to fit in 
with all of our friends according to everyone’s gifts and talents.  As such, this book is 
very affirming: each animal has its own unique characteristics, and yet each animal 
relies on another for things that they need.  The music and lyrics are both wonderful, 
and kids (and parents and teachers!) will want to return to it again and again.       

4) Patricia Derrick. Rickity and Snickity. Animalations LLC, 2007.

This is a story of two Rocky Mountain bear cubs - Rickity and Snickity - who sneak onto 
a car heading for the balloon fiesta and Albuquerque, NM.  The cubs spend the night in 
a trash can and then end up piloting balloon so well that they are mistaken for 
celebrities.  Eventually they are caught by the park ranger but intend to come back next 
year, at which time they will be too big.  The music, lyrics, and artwork are all spot-on in 
this book - it is deliciously unpredictable and encourages critical thinking.  Some 
questions that arise are: do they really make balloons in the shapes of animals?  How 
fast do bear cubs really grow (can they really not come back next year)? For adults - 
seeing animals ponder over the paper is really funny, and the author put lyrics from the 
song in the paper for us (and our kids!) to read. I heartily recommend this book.
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Women in Philosophy and the 
Agon Motif of 1 Corinthians 9 

Nathan J. Barnes 
Brite Divinity School, Fort Worth TX 76129 

Introduction 
It is well known that Paul often employs the elements of the ideal Cynic-Stoic 
wise-person who is characterized by self-sufficiency brought about by self-
mastery or self-control.1 Scholarly discussions of self-control often ignore the 
histories of women in philosophy and are limited to household management and 
the regulation of beauty.2 Therefore, self-control is almost exclusively applied 
to women by NT scholars primarily in those passages in which the NT mentions 
household management or the beauty of women.3 However, the participation of 
women in philosophy in almost every major school—in spite of whatever 

'Some defining qualities of self-sufficiency are fearlessness of death, poverty, and 
exile as well as the ability to renounce a good reputation, and the result is invincibility Cf, 
Teles 5H-20H, Cicero, Off 1 90 Tuse 5 10 30. Epictetus, Diatr 4 5 4, Seneca, Constant 8-
18. Diog Laert 2 27 The importance of self-sufficiency in the Corinthian correspondence is 
made evident by John ‘ Fitzgerald, Cracks in an Earthen Vessel An Examination of the 
Catalogues of Hardships m the Corinthian Correspondence (Atlanta Scholars Press, 1988), 
117-84 For self-sufficiency in Thessalonians and Phihppians, see Abraham Malherbe, "Gen-
tle as a Nurse The Cynic Background to 1 Thess 2," NovT 12 (1970) 203-17, "Paul's Self-
Sufficiency (Phihppians 4 11),'' in Friendship, Flattery and Frankness of Speech Studies on 
Friendship in the New Testament World (ed John ‘ Fitzgerald, Leiden Brill, 1996), 125-39 

2Cf the studies mentioned above and Stanley Stowers, "Paul and Self-Mastery," in 
Paul in the Greco-Roman World (ed J Paul Sampley, New York Trinity Press International, 
2003) 524-50 Neither Malherbe nor Stowers give attention to the histories concerning wom-
en in philosophy in their treatment of self-sufficiency, self-mastery, or self-control The 
possibility of women interacting with Paul's presentation of himself as a popular wise-person 
is even lessened in Fitzgerald by his persistent use of "wise man" in his description of the 
ideal teacher in Cracks in an Earthen Vessel This oversight is curious given the prominent 
place that women had m the Pauline churches, particularly m Corinth, see especially Antoi-
nette Clark Wire, The Corinthian Women Prophets A Reconstruction Through Paul's 
Rhetoric (Minneapolis Fortress, 1990) 

3The application of philosophy to women in the NT seems unnecessarily restricted 
to their relationships to men their role in the household and appearance and behavior in the 
churches Bruce Winter focuses on the connections between notions of the ideal Roman 
woman and NT texts, but does not give attention to how these backgrounds could have pre-
pared women to interact with these texts (Roman Wives Roman Widows The Appearance of 
\ew Women and the Pauline Communities [Grand Rapids Cerdmans, 2003]), David Balch 
reviews Neopythagorean parallels to the NT household codes, but does not envision an appli-
cation of self-control outside of this context, nor does he elaborate on the importance of 
women in the history of Pythagoreanism as preserved in Iamblichus and other biographers 
("Neopythagorean Moralists and the New Testament Household Codes," ANRW 26 1 380-
411 ) 

Sample 9: My Published Academic 
Article
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Sample 10: Excerpt from my book

Others have sought to foreground Hellenistic contexts and locate Paul primarily in these 

milieus employing historical methods such as philology, rhetorical criticism, and the situating of 

Paul within popular moral philosophy. Scholars who study Paul’s ideas only within his Jewish 

and Imperial contexts run the risk of obscuring his place within rhetorical, literary, philosophical 

and political conventions, and within greater Hellenistic culture. Studies of Paul’s use of Greco-

Roman rhetoric and philosophy have spanned all the major movements in Pauline studies–from 

the writings of Justin Martyr and the apologists to Augustine to the Reformers to Bultmann, 

through the New Perspective to feminist and post-colonial studies.1 The greatest achievements of 

modern rhetorical criticism, which began in earnest in the 1960s, comprise the analyses of Paul’s 

epistles as speeches and the identification of various rhetorical devices using ancient rhetorical 

handbooks and instructions from philosophers, rhetoricians, and other ancient witnesses 

concerning the art of persuasion.2 Paul’s usage of the diatribe has received the most 

1 For the church fathers see David Ivan Rankin, From Clement to Origen: the Social and 
Historical Context of the Church Fathers (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006); for Augustine see Watson, 
Rhetorical Criticism, 101-2; the Reformers, see Classen, “St. Paul’s Epistles,” 11; for feminist 
studies and rhetoric see Elizabeth Schüsseler Fiorenza, Rhetoric and Ethic: The Politics of 
Biblical Studies (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), 83-102; Kathy Ehrensperger, That We may 
be Mutually Encouraged: Feminism and the New Perspective in Pauline Studies (New York: 
T&T Clark, 2004); Kwok Pui-lan, “Making the Connections: Post Colonial Studies and Feminist 
Biblical Interpretation,” in The Post-Colonial Biblical Reader, ed. R. S. Sugitharajah (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 2008), 45-65; cf., R. Dean Anderson, Jr., Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul, 2nd ed. 
(Leuven: Peeters, 1999); ed. J. Paul Sampley and Peter Lampe, Paul and Rhetoric (London: 
T&T Clarke, 2010). 

2 For example, G. A. Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1963);  Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World: 300 B.C.-A.D. 300 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972); Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1979); Christopher D. Stanley, “Paul and Homer: Greco-Roman Citation Practice 
in the First Century CE,” NovT 32, no. 1 (1990): 48-78; Stanley Stowers, ed., Handbook of 
Classical Rhetoric in the Hellenistic Period (Leiden: Brill, 1997); R. Dean Anderson, Jr., Ancient 
Rhetorical Theory and Paul, ed. Tj. Baarda, A. van der Kooij, and A. S. van der Woude, 
Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology 18 (Leuven: Peeters, 1999). 
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Sample 11: My Published Academic 
Review

Review: Marianne Bjelland Kartzow, Gossip and Gender: Othering of Speech in the 
Pastoral Epistles.  New York: Walter de Gruyer, 2009.

This book will be well received in academia.  Regarding what Kartzow sets out as her 
scope, she accomplishes with precision and sound judgement.  Some readers will be 
frustrated with the order of the argument, but when viewed as a whole the scholarship is  
excellent and the argument is sound.  The aim of the book is to identify the nature of 
gossip in ancient texts and determine how gossip as feminine speech is used 
rhetorically by the “Pastoral Paul.”

Kartzow covers the requisite turf: she defines gossip, sets out a means to identify 
gossip in texts, and then locates comparative texts in Classical, Greco-Roman, and 
Jewish texts.  She then compares the rhetorical use of gossip as feminine speech to the 
use of gossip in the Pastoral Paul, and of course, the texts compare beautifully.

When Kartzow outlines the semantic field of gossip to explain how she will locate 
ancient texts with TLG database searches, her concentration immediate relevance to 
the Pastorals (searching only for words found in the Pastorals) methodologically 
excludes more information that could be helpful to her argument.  This does not, in my 
opinion, threaten the remainder of the book because she presents enough analyses for 
her conclusions, but perhaps there could be more to discover with a more 
comprehensive project (which I hope we will see in the future).  The test case for the 
Greek root fluar - is brilliant, and it left me wanting more for other roots in the semantic 
field.

I must point out that there is a substantive disparity between chapter three and the rest 
of the book.  This is evidenced by a lack of diversity in secondary sources, citation of 
the introductions of Loeb editions rather than a critical discussion (notes 287 and 333), 
the persistent use of consecutive footnotes that have no secondary sources (notes 
307-312; 314-17; 352-60; 379-81), and pages with no citations at all (77, 112-13).  
Chapters one and two have so much force, and then chapter three is dominated by a 
reliance on a few scholars and noticeably less attention to debates in scholarship. 

In conclusion, I do not think that the relentless focus of the book undermines its many 
contributions.  The fluar- case study alone is worth the cost of the book, and I am 
profoundly grateful to Kartzow for her work on this project.    
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Nathan J. Barnes, PhD


